------------- Forwarded message ------------- Agness,
I have made the appropriate changes:
The President of the Australia China Chamber of Commerce and Industry of New
South Wales, Michael Jones, said most business delegates want a taste of
Australia's great outdoors. "To say Sydney should have a casino because
that's what the Chinese tourists want is ludicrous," Mr Jones said. "The
Chinese elite, which constitute the majority of inbound Chinese tourists,
have casinos coming out of their eyeballs in Hong Kong and Macau. No matter
how cosmopolitan Australian cities become, they are unlikely to compare with
Paris, London or New York, or in the future Beijing and Shanghai."
I am more comfortable with this phraseology as I believe it is possible for
Sydney to make it if Barry O'Farrell can deliver on his 2021 Baseline
benchmarks.
Also ACCCI is the HO worldwide not a state branch - we were the first China
bilateral founded in 1976.
I hope this is acceptable
Michael C H Jones
President- ACCCI
> comments as promised. On deadline so please respond asap. many thanks.
>
> NSW Australia-China Chamber of Commerce and Industry president Michael
> Jones said most business delegates want a taste
of Australia's great outdoors. "To say Sydney should have a casino because
that's what the Chinese tourists want is ludicrous," Mr Jones said. "The
Chinese elite, which constitute the majority of inbound Chinese tourists,
have casinos coming out of their eyeballs in Hong Kong and Macau. No matter
how cosmopolitan Australian cities become, they'll never compare to Beijing
or Shanghai."
>
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